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oday's environment is full of challenges that require a new kind of organization, one that 
is leaner, faster, and less costly than its predecessor.  This environment creates change 
faster than ever before, where organizations must learn they are not only responsible for 
producing a high-quality product or service, but to be competitive, they must do so 
consistently.  And, competition can come from many different fronts including commercial, 
government, not-for-profit organizations, as well as the “twenty-somethings” in garages 
around the world!  

Every organization, large or small, across business and government, is being told to 
become more efficient and cost-effective.  In the commercial sector it is the need to 
compete globally.

Our approach to process improvement can be best 
described in a statement made by Albert Einstein:

“The significant problems we face today cannot be 
solved at the same level of thinking we were at when we 
created them”.

-- Albert Einstein

Enterprise Innovation
requires an enterprise to 
fundamentally rethink its core 
business processes and its 
culture to achieve a competi-
tive advantage through 
dramatic improvements in 
critical measures of perfor-
mance.  To sustain that com-
petitive edge in the future, an 
organization must continually 
learn from its experience and 
look for the best within itself.

This new organization must be made up of high-performing knowledge workers who are 
self-adaptive, creative, responsive, analytical, and who collaborate and share what they know 
with others, and are continuously learning.  The organization must systematically define, 
analyze and control its business processes to facilitate the execution of its key business 
strategies.  The end result is a successful enterprise that is effective, efficient, innovative, and 
competitive in any environment.
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A Transformation Methodology 

Mountain Home Trainers/Consultants have talked to thousands of business and 
government managers and employees asking them to identify their most pressing issues 
with Process Improvement.  The two most often mentioned topics was that of integration
and lack of relevant training.  Most of the people we talked to continually expressed their 
frustration that much of what has been presented on Transformation and Process 
Improvement (including Lean Six Sigma) was difficult to understand and lacked 
integration and the training they had received had been either shallow or irrelevant.

In response to this challenge, Mountain Home launched its new “Business Transfor-
mation: Educating the Workforce” training program.  As former Business and Federal 
managers, we can identify with the challenges that organizations from both the commercial 
sector and government face and the lack of an integrated approach to Business 
Transformation. The “Business Transformation: Educating the Workforce” training 
program was created to address those frustrations.  At the heart of this training program is 
Mountain Home’s Innovative Management Framework 

TM
(IMF) methodology.

The IMF leads an organization 
through a systematic model 
beginning with Strategic and 
Project Planning (Define), 
Process Modeling/Mapping & 
Analysis (Measure/Analyze), 
Activity Based Cost Modeling & 
Analysis (Measure/Analyze), 
Business Case Development 
(Improve), and Implementation 
(Control) by asking a series of 
five questions.  The answers 
dictate the steps needed to 
reach the defined end state.  

To ensure the organization reaches its destination, the IMF also includes the development of 
an Performance Scorecard (cascaded throughout the organization) and the infusion of 
knowledge management principles which enable the organization to become a true Learning 
Enterprise. The IMF is an evolution of the ground-breaking work originally developed by the 
U.S. Federal government called the Framework for Managing Process Improvement.  By 
combining the best of our work in Business Process Management & Reengineering 
(BPM&R) and Lean Innovation with the statistical analysis and discipline of Six Sigma, 
Mountain Home has created a holistic approach to process improvement that is unequalled 
in the industry.
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By combining the aligning power of Business Process Management (BPM) and Lean 
Innovation with the statistical discipline of Six Sigma, Mountain Home has once again 
come to the forefront with its Practical Lean Six Sigma Certification Program.  This 
curriculum takes the best from our years of providing our internationally renowned 
certification training in process reengineering & process management and combines it with 
the knowledge and practical application approach from our industrial engineering and quality 
management roots to bring together two of the industry’s most powerful performance 
improvement approaches, Business Process Management (BPM) and Lean Six Sigma. 

As we mentioned, over the past several years we have talked 
to thousands of business and government leaders and 
employees asking them to identify their most pressing issues 
with Process Improvement.  Two of the most often 
mentioned topics were that of practical application and 
relevant training.  Most of the people we talked to continually 
expressed their frustration that much of what has been 
presented on process improvement, specifically Lean Six 
Sigma, was difficult to understand and even harder to apply.  
Many also said that they have had difficulty with selecting the 
right Lean Six Sigma projects.  Choosing the wrong project 
can spell failure from the outset of the effort and which has 
caused many Lean Six Sigma projects to fail. New initiatives and projects are frequently 
created with little review or assessment of already-existing projects to address the same 
perceived problems.  Over time, numerous initiatives with overlapping missions and 
competing agendas grow up alongside one another—wasting money and baffling 
customers. 

In creating a practical approach to process improvement, Mountain Home believed our 
training had to go much further than what is considered the “industry standard”.  For a 
process improvement project to truly be effective it must be linked back to the overall 
performance of the enterprise creating a clear understanding of the context in which the 
problem, or problems, exists.  Business process management (BPM) brings a much 
needed perspective to the process improvement effort by defining enterprise processes 
that cross the many functional and departmental boundaries and produce the products 
and services of the organization.  This ability to define an enterprise context allows the 
Lean Six Sigma team to focus on problems that affect the entire system, not just one 
small part of it.  By bringing together the synergistic power of Business Process 
Management (BPM) and Lean Innovation with the statistical discipline and rigor of Six 
Sigma, an organization will be able to bring its entire problem solving knowledge to bear 
in a multi-dimensioned way, ensuring a greater probability of success!
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We believe that to effectively change the way business gets done requires a much broader 
perspective than what is currently being taught in Lean Six Sigma training and certification 
programs.  We do not believe that the focus of process improvement should be just on 
statistics.  There is much more to designing the high-performance enterprise than the 
numbers!  We believe that the effective process improvement team will have a mix of Six 
Sigma practitioners, process architects, information technologists, and operations experts.  
This holistic view of process improvement is reflected in our Lean Six Sigma Certification 
Program curriculum.

the certification curriculum
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Mountain Home has been certifying process 
improvement practitioners for over a decade 
beginning in 1993, through our internationally 
recognized MHi Business Process Improvement/ 
Reengineering Certification Program.  Based on that 
experience, we have developed a holistic training 
experience that covers the key elements of 
Business Process Management, Lean Innovation, 
Six Sigma, Change Management, knowledge 
management and integrated performance 
management (using the Balanced Scorecard). 

We have reviewed the certification criteria from the 
industry’s most respected certification providers to 
develop the learning objectives and topics that we 
consider necessary for successful application of the
principles, concepts, techniques, and tools of Lean Six Sigma and for completion of 
the certification examinations. The program is divided into three basic levels of 
knowledge using the currently accepted industry standard titles of the Fundamentals, 
Green Belt, and Black Belt Certification. 

PLEASE NOTE: The MHi Lean Six Sigma Certification series is, in part, based 
on the LSS Body of Knowledge from the American Society for Quality and also 

meets the stringent requirements of both the U.S. Departments of Navy and 
Army Lean Six Sigma Certification Criteria.

The following is a discussion of what we teach in each of the three levels of 
certification. 



Class Duration 2.5 Days

Who Should Attend
Anyone looking for an overview of the application and 
integration of Lean Six Sigma in organizations to create an 
environment of continuous process improvement.

Available Delivery Modes

Onsite and Online (Live and OnDemand)

Also, check out our FREE LSS Yellow Belt Online 
course!  Go to www.leansixsigmahelp.com for more 
information
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leanSixSigma Yellow Belt, MHC-2000

the certification curriculum
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The intent of the Lean Six Sigma Yellow Belt, MHC-2000, course is to provide managers and 
employees, who may be affected by upcoming process improvement efforts, an overview of 
the basic concepts and techniques of process improvement that enables them to either 
participate in, or implement the results of, a process improvement project.  The course also 
helps the participant understand how to infuse the concepts of Lean Six Sigma into their daily 
operations.  Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) is a philosophy that when integrated into 
the culture of the enterprise, creates an environment that will ensure an organization’s 
competitive advantage.  

Our seasoned corporate trainers are process improvement experts who use a myriad of 
learning techniques and tools, such as guided discussions, case studies, group and 
individual exercises and simulations, as well as online resources, to create the optimal 
learning environment.  The following is an outline of the 3-day, Lean Six Sigma
Fundamentals course:

Lean Six Sigma Yellow Belt, MHC-2000

What We Will Cover:

• Introduction to Process Improvement using Lean Six Sigma & the 
DMAIC Methodology 

• Role of Business Process Management (BPM) in Lean Six Sigma
• How to integrate Lean Six Sigma into every day operations
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the certification curriculum

Class Duration 10 Days over two (2) weekly sessions

Who Should Attend

Individuals who are looking for an in-depth 
understanding of the application of an integrated 

approach to process improvement using Lean Six 
Sigma concepts, techniques and tools. 
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Please refer to our 
website at 

www.mhc-net.com for 
upcoming class dates.

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification, MHC-2002

What You Will Learn:

• An in-depth understanding of Enterprise Process Management and Improvement.
• A comprehensive immersion into the integrated Lean Six Sigma and Business Process 

Management (BPM) methodology (DMAIC) for process improvement.
• The various roles Lean Six Sigma Green Belts and other team members play in the success of 

a process improvement effort using Lean Six Sigma.
• How to properly define and scope Lean Six Sigma projects from an enterprise-wide context.
• How to model and map organization processes for practical analysis, including product and 

process flows, and value streams as part of TRUE Process Discovery.
• Define appropriate data collection methods and create an appropriate Data Collection Plan.
• How to apply statistical analysis tools to problem solving. 
• How to use statistics software (SigmaXL) to analyze Lean Six Sigma project data.
• How to conduct Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and Cause & Effect Analysis (C&E).
• How to transition from the As-Is to the To-Be state and an overview of business case analysis.
• Overview of an organization (culture & structure) and technology change management plan.
• An overview of statistical process control.

The intent of the Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification is to develop team members 
(Practitioners) who have the basic skills to contribute to process improvement projects.  
These individuals operate under the watchful eye of the project team leader who is 
normally a more advanced Black Belt or senior process improvement practitioner.  

Our seasoned corporate trainers are process improvement experts who use a myriad of 
learning techniques and tools, such as guided discussions, case studies, individual 
exercises, quizzes, online resources, and outside readings to truly connect with the 
student.  The following is an outline of what a typical Lean Six Sigma Green Belt would 
learn over our two (2) week, intensive training program.

In addition, each individual will be required to successfully pass the MHi Lean Six Sigma 
Green Belt Certification exam (which is integrated into the course).  Also, we require the 
completion of a project for the Green Belt level certification.  A Mountain Home faculty 
member will be assigned to each student as an Academic Advisor/Coach to guide and 
monitor the progress of the project.
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leanSixSigma Black Belt Certification, MHC-2003

the certification curriculum

The intent of the Lean Six Sigma Black Belt Certification is to develop team leaders who have the 
experience and advanced skills to lead Lean Six Sigma process improvement projects.  These 
individuals not only lead the process improvement effort but they also mentor and coach team 
members, such as Lean Six Sigma Green Belts, throughout the project.  The Lean Six Sigma
Black Belt is an advanced practitioner who not only understands how to use the various tools in the 
Lean Six Sigma tool bag, but also knows when and where to use them.  They are more than a 
statistician, they are a well rounded process improvement expert who is able to bring a myriad of 
approaches to the problem. 

Our seasoned corporate trainers are process improvement experts who use a myriad of learning 
techniques and tools, such as guided discussions, case studies, individual exercises, quizzes, online 
resources, and outside readings to truly connect with the student.  We also offer two options for an 
individual to participate in Mountain Home's Lean Six Sigma BLACK Belt Certification. 

Option 1 (Full 4-week Black Belt): If the individual has not completed the MHi Lean Six Sigma 
GREEN Belt Certification (or an equivalent certification), he/she would be required to complete all 
four (4) weeks of the BLACK Belt curriculum. The first two weeks of the curriculum is the MHi 
GREEN Belt Certification course where the basics of Lean Six Sigma and Business Process 
Management are taught. The second two weeks is a much more intensive, advanced learning 
experience whereby the attendee would begin to actually apply the concepts taught in the GREEN 
Belt curriculum, as well as learn how to manage and lead Lean Six Sigma projects, use advanced 
statistical analysis techniques and tools, build the project business case, and establish an integrated 
process control structure. 

Option 2 (2- week Black Belt After Green Belt): If the individual has completed the MHi Lean Six 
Sigma GREEN Belt Certification (or an equivalent certification), he/she would only be required to 
complete the last two (2) weeks of the BLACK Belt curriculum.  This program builds on the 
foundational learning from Mountain Home's Lean Six Sigma GREEN Belt curriculum.

In addition, all participants would be required to present an actual project using the concepts, 
techniques, and tools taught during the certification course and successfully pass the MHi BLACK 
Belt Certification exam (which is integrated into the course) before he/she would receive the title of 
a certified MHi Lean Six Sigma BLACK Belt.  (Please note:  If you don’t have an organization-
certified project, Mountain Home has case studies you can use to meet the project 
requirement.  Your Mountain Home Academic Advisor will serve in the role of your project’s 
Champion.)

Each student will also receive twelve (12) months access to Mountain Home’s highly acclaimed 
Student Resource Center (SRC) where he/she will find relevant articles, webinars, downloadable 
tools, templates, and worksheets, discussion forums, chat areas, and much, much more.  In addition, 
each student will receive a fully licensed copy of SigmaXL, one of the industry’s best statistical 
analysis software!
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upcoming class dates.
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leanSixSigma Black Belt Certification, MHC-2003

the certification curriculum

Class Duration
Option 1: 20 Days over four (4) weekly sessions

Option 2: 10 Days over two (2) weekly sessions

Who Should Attend

Individuals who are looking for an in-depth, advanced working 
knowledge of the application of an integrated approach to process 

improvement using Lean Six Sigma concepts, techniques and 
tools. 
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Please refer to our 
website at 

www.mhc-net.com for 
upcoming class dates.

What You Will Learn:

• Techniques used in applying the integrated Lean Six Sigma and Business Process 
Management (BPM) methodology (DMAIC) for process improvement.

• Strategic vs. Operational Improvements – Linking project objectives to strategic objectives.
• Managing the Lean Six Sigma project – Chartering the team, building a project management 

plan, and managing the resources of a project.  Leadership skills for the LSS Project Manager.
• Group Facilitation skills which help you successfully gather data in a workshop environment.
• How to properly define and scope Lean Six Sigma projects from an enterprise-wide context.
• Advanced process model and mapping techniques needed for practical analysis, including product 

and process flows, and value streams as part of TRUE Process Discovery.
• How to develop effective, comprehensive data collection plans. 
• Detailed analysis techniques to analyze process models and maps, product flows, value streams, 

and activity based costing data.
• How to apply advanced statistical analysis tools to problem solving (includes using SigmaXL

statistical analysis software).
• How to interpret Lean Six Sigma project statistical data.
• How to develop a business case for the change.
• How to develop an integrated organization (culture & structure) change management plan and 

technology change management plan.
• How to create an ongoing process control structure based on recurring statistical data (statistical 

process control) that is integrated with the enterprise’s Performance Management system 
(Balanced Scorecard).

The following is an outline of what a typical Lean Six Sigma Black Belt would learn, in addition to 
the initial 2-week Green Belt curriculum, over our two (2) week advanced Black Belt training 
program.
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The Mountain Home Institute for Innovative Management (MHi) 

An Overview of the Institute 

Over 76,500 students from 83 different countries have gone through at least one of our

training courses and over 14,000 have completed the rigorous requirements for certification in either 
Business Process Management & Reengineering (BPM&R) or Lean Six Sigma (LSS). 

Since 1997, Mountain Home Training & Consulting, Inc. has continued to provide the highest quality, 

most relevant process improvement training and certification in the industry.  Mountain Home is 

significantly different than other commercial training and certification providers in two distinct 

ways.   

First -- 

First, to ensure and maintain the integrity of our Certification programs, the founders of Mountain 

Home decided to form an independent organization from which our certification criteria and 

oversight would be managed.  In early 2000, they established the Mountain Home Institute for 

Innovative Management (MHi) with an initial Board of Advisors made up of five (5) members 

representing various industries across the commercial sector.  The Mountain Home Institute was 

originally created to provide a “think tank” type environment for the continual search for best 

practices in process improvement and enterprise performance management.  However, beginning in 

late 2001, the Mountain Home Institute’s mission statement was changed so that it would become 

the sole authority for the oversight and management of all Mountain Home certification programs. 

The Mountain Home Institute currently has an active membership of eleven (11) individuals from six 

different industries on our Board of Advisors (representing Healthcare, manufacturing, business 

services, software development, and education) who provide an “arm’s length” and cross-industry 

perspective on what should be in our Lean Six Sigma and Business Process Management & 

Reengineering certification programs.   

Second -- 

Second, at the heart of all of Mountain Home’s certification programs is our methodology, called the 

Innovative Management Framework (IMF).  It combines the best from our years of providing one of 

the industry’s most prominent business process reengineering certification programs with the latest 

concepts, techniques and tools of business process management, knowledge management, and lean 

six sigma to create an integrated approach to improving business performance.   By integrating key 



elements of various Books of Knowledge (BOKs) from organizations and associations such as the 

American Society for Quality (ASQ), the U.S. Department of Navy, Business Process Management 

Institute (BPMI), and the Association for Business Process Management Professionals (ABPMP), with 

our Innovative Management Framework, we are able to provide a truly robust Lean Six Sigma (LSS), 

Reengineering (BPR), and Business Process Management (BPM) training and certification program 

that would not only cover the performance improvement of the enterprise, but also the 

sustainment of that improvement through a process enabled implementation. 

For example, our Lean Six Sigma curriculum, while closely following the ASQ Lean Six Sigma Body of 

Knowledge, has an added focus on Strategic Planning, Performance Measurement, Business Process 

Management and Culture Change.  Without the integration of these aspects of process 

improvement, the organization looses an opportunity to create the synergy it really needs to sustain 

the improvements in the long run.  This infusion of multiple process improvement disciplines creates 

a truly unique learning experience that propels an organization beyond the results they would 

potentially achieve through traditional six sigma, quality management, and lean approaches. 

If you have any questions concerning the Mountain Home Institute, please feel free to email the 

Institute’s Executive Secretary, Ms. Debbie Denton, at debbie@mhc-net.com. 
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The Mountain Home Advantage 
 
Experience 
 
Our trainers, coaches/mentors, and consultants 
average over 25 years of experience with hands-
on Enterprise Process and Performance 
Improvement project management and 
execution, many have over 30 years of 
experience.   
 
 
Credibility 
 
Over 76,000 students from 83 countries have 
attended Mountain Home Lean Six Sigma or 
Business Process Management & Reengineering 
Certification classes.   
 
The Mountain Home Institute for Innovative 
Management (MHi) and its ten (10)-member 
Board of Advisors (from six different industries) 
provide an arms-length management of all of 
Mountain Home certification programs. 
 

 
 
Value 
 
From the very beginning, Mountain Home has 
made it a priority to exceed their student’s 
expectations in not only quality of the learning 
experience, but also the price of its training 
programs.  Mountain Home has become known 
as the industry’s price leader in providing high-
quality Lean Six Sigma and BPM&R training 
and certification. 
 
Each of our students receive unlimited, lifetime 
access to Mountain Home’s highly acclaimed 
Student Resource Center where the student will 
find relevant articles, white papers, 
presentations, recommended reading lists, 
downloadable templates, workbooks, and tools, 
as well as the entire training program online so 
the student can review material that was covered 
in the classroom long after the class sessions 
have ended! 
 
Innovation 
 
Mountain Home has mastered the art of true 
Blended learning.  By combining its high-impact 
classroom sessions with live, instructor-led and 
self-paced online training, it has created a 
Continuous Learning Environment that has 
become one of the most effective training 
delivery approaches anywhere. 
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Mountain Home -- 
Different by Design! 

P.O. Box 629 

Arab, AL  35016 

1-877-502-4663

Partial List of Government & Other Non-Profit Clients 

Mountain Home has provided either training or consulting assistance to over 1,100 
Federal, State, and local government organizations, as well as non-profits.  The following 
is a partial list: 

American Red Cross 

Auburn University 

California State University-Chico 

County of San Bernardino, State of California 

Georgia Department of Community Health 

Government of Canada 

Government of Cyprus 

Government of Jordan 

Government of Singapore 

Government of the United Arab Emirates 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

Florida A&M University
Florida State University
HQ, U.S. Forces Command 

HQ, U.S. Air Materiel Command 

Indian Institute of Management - Raipur

Internal Revenue Service
Manitoba Public Insurance, Canada 

Mississippi State University 

State of North Carolina 

University of Alabama 

University of Oklahoma 

U.S. Coast Guard 

U.S. Centers for Disease Control 

U.S. Defense Logistics Agency 

U.S. Defense Media Activity 

U.S. Department of Agriculture 

U.S. Department of the Army (including major commands and local installations) 

U.S. Department of the Air Force (including major commands and local installations) 

U.S. Department of Commerce  

U.S. Department of Defense, Office of the Secretary 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security (including major agencies within DHS)
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 

U.S. Department of the Treasury
U.S. Department of Transportation 

U.S. Marine Corps (including commands and local installations) 

U.S. Military Sealift Command 

U.S. Navy (including commands and local installations) 

U.S. Naval Reserve 

U.S. Office of Personnel Management
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Partial List of Corporate Clients 

Mountain Home has provided either training or consulting assistance to over 2,500 
corporate clients, from small businesses to Fortune 100 companies.  The following is a 
partial list of our corporate clients: 

Adaptis Inc. 

AIMIA (Montreal, QC) 

Alberta Health Services 

Allen Consulting, Ltd., UK 

Anthem 

Atmos Energy 

BAE Systems 

BD Systems, Inc. 

Best Buy, Inc. 

Blue Cross-Blue Shield (multiple states) 

Booz-Allen, & Hamilton 

Chevron 

Children’s National Medical Center 

CST, Inc. 

CTGi 

DAKO 

Diamond Bank (Nigeria) 

DSCI 

Dynamic Systems, Inc. 

EDO 

Envoy Group (Bangladesh) 

Flexigroup (Australia) 

General Dynamics IT 

Grant Thorton LLP 

GSTek, Inc. 

Gulfstream Aerospace 

Harris Corporation 

Harris Health System 

Heroux-Devtek 

INS, Inc. 

KBSI 

KTech Corporation 

KGS 

Lancaster Foods 

La-Z-Boy, Inc. 

Liberty Mutual Group 

Lockheed-Martin 

Logicon, Inc. 

ManTech 

McGraw-Hill Companies 

Merck & Co., Inc. 

Microsoft 

Mid Contracting, UK, Jordan 

National Bank of Jordan 

NCI, Inc. 

NCR 

Northrop-Grumman 

OriGen Biomedical 

Palma, Amman, Jordan, UAE, Sudan 

Pan Gulf Industrial Systems (Saudi Arabia) 

Pashmina International (Denmark) 

Pfizer (Pharmaceutical) 

Platts Analytics 

ProVia Corporation 

SAIC 

Scitor Corporation 

Spry Methods Inc. 

SRA 

SunTrust Bank 

Target 

TCS 

Telos 

Tenneco 

Texport Syndicate Ind. Ltd. 

The TransSynergy Group 

Wal-Mart 

Wellpoint 

Wells Fargo 

Westpac Banking Corporation (Australia) 

Westar Systems 

Wingspan Portfolio Advisors 

Worksource






